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The Chariton Conglomerate is a quartz limestone conglomerate of Pennsylvanian age found in six exposures in southern Iowa
and three exposures in northern Missouri. Distinctive features of the exposures in Iowa include quartz granules and rounded
crinoid columnals. The objective of this study was to determine whether the quartz clasts could have originated in the crystalline
rocks of Minnesota or Wisconsin. The average paleocurrent direction measured in interbedded sandstones was 178° (S.D. = 35 °).
The average roundness of 75 crinoid columnals extracted from four exposures in Iowa was 30% (S.D. = 14%), defined as

D-d

roundness('lo) = - - - x 100,
D

where D is the maximum columnal diameter and d is the diameter of the flat circle at the end of the columnal. Previously
unabtaded crinoid columnals were abraded in rotary tumblers, which were filled 90% with water and 10% with a mixture
representative of the Chariton Conglomerate. The roundness values of the experimentally abraded columnals were consistent
with the roundness values of the columnals collected in the field (within one standard deviation of the mean for the field data) for
tumbling times in the range 0-33 days. Assuming the travel distance corresponding ro one revolution is the circumference of the
barrel, the experimental roundness values were consistent with the field roundness values for travel distances in the range 0700 km, which is sufficiently far to include the crystalline rocks of Minnesota and Wisconsin.

The Chariton Conglomerate is a quartz limestone conglomerate of Pennsylvanian age found in six exposures in southern
Iowa and three exposures in northern Missouri (see Figs. 1-4).
The matrix consists of ferruginous sandstone and smaller particles
of limestone (Bain 1896, Lees 1909). The cement is calcareous
and is occasionally coarsely crystalline (Wallace 1941). Fragrr:ents
of coal and carbonaceous materials are conspicuous (Bain 1 g96,
Lees 1909, Wallace 1941, Gentile 1967). Wallace (1941) noted
that quartz grains, ranging in size from silt to coarse sand, are
always present. However, it is our observation that subangular to
rounded quartz granules make up about 10% of the clasts. The
conglomerate beds are occasionally interbedded with cossbedded sandstones (Lugn 1927, Wallace 1941). The vast majority
of the fossils are crinoid columnals, but brachiopods, ccrals,
bryozoans, fusulinids, fish fragments and plant fossils are also
present (Bain 1896, Lugn 1927, Wallace 1941, Pope et al. 2002).
Although it has not been previously mentioned in the literature,
the very rounded crinoid columnals give clear evidence of
transportation by water (see Figs. 5a-b).
The stratigraphic position of the Chariton Conglomerate has
long been debated, largely due to the scarcity of exposures and
lack of visible contact with other stratigraphic units. Both Bain
(1896) and Lees (1909) placed the Chariton Conglomerate above
the Mystic Coal Member (see stratigraphic column in Table 1).
Lees (1909) placed the Chariton Conglomerate below the
Lonsdale Coal [later called the Mulberry Coal and now included
within the Bandera Shale (Anderson 1998)}. Hinds and Greene
(1915), Lugn (1927), Wood (1935) and Gentile (1965, 1967) all
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placed the Chariton Conglomerate within the Pleasanton Group
(now the Bronson Group below the base of the Hertha
Formation). Wilmarth (1938) described the Chariton Conglomerate as a member of the Pleasanton Formation. Wallace (1941)
found fragments of Chaetetes and dermal denticles of fish from the
Pawnee Formation and Worland Limestone Member of the
Altamont Formation in the Chariton Conglomerate and noted
the Chariton Conglomerate incised through the Pawnee
Formation. According to Cline (1941), the Chariton Conglomerate is definitely younger than the Coal City Limestone Member
of the Pawnee Formation and tentatively placed the Chariton
Conglomerate between the Hertha Formation and the Exline
Limestone Member of the Pleasanton Formation. Howe (1982)
correlated the Chariton Conglomerate with the "Red Rock"
sandstone, but Ravn et al. (1984) argued that the 'Red Rock"
sandstone is part of the much younger Floris Formation of the
Cherokee Group. According to Ravn er al. (1984), the Chariton
Conglomerate should not be regarded as a formal member
because of the uncertainty in its stratigraphic position. Pope et al.
(2002) identified in the Chariton Conglomerate the fusulinid
foraminifer Beedeina megista (Thompson 1934), also found in the
Worland Limestone, and concluded that the Chariton Conglomerate is younger than the Altamont Formation and may be as
young as the lower Missourian Stage (Bronson Group). Pope et al.
(2002) provisionally placed the Chariton Conglomerate in the
upper Marmaton Group. The most recent Iowa Stratigraphic
Column does not list the Chariton Conglomerate (Iowa
Geological Survey 2008), again because of the uncertainty in
its stratigraphic position.
All of the components of the Chariton Conglomerate except for
the quartz clasts could have been derived from the underlying
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Fig. 1.
Exposures of the Chariton Conglomerate. Exposures are
named after the nearest village, except for S & S, which is the name
of the active quarry. The three exposures in Missouri lack the
quartz granules and rounded crinoid columnals that are characteristic of the Chariton Conglon-u:rate in Iowa.
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Fig. 2.

Exposure of the Chariton Conglornerate in an abandoned quarry near Bauer-, Iowa.
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Fig. 3.
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Cross-bedded sandstone between conglomerate beds of the Chariton Conglomerate near Bauer, Iowa.

Brewer (2002) reviewed over 120 years of laboratory studies of
abrasion and concluded that no abrasion device adequately
represents all aspects of abrasion in a natural stream. Lewin and
Brewer (2002) found that rotary tumblers best represent grinding
with minor represemation of percussion (cracking, splitting,
chipping). Previous studies that have compared results of
laboratory abrasion to rounding of rocks and fossils in the field
include Adams (1978), Matthews
Bigelow (1984), Argast
et aL (1987), Lewis et al. 0990), Kodama
and
Beavington-Penney (2004).

OUTCROP LOCATJONS
All nine known exposures of the Chariton Conglomerate, six in
southern Iowa and three in northern Missouri, were visited in this
study (see Fig. 1). Although the three exposures in Missouri were
classified as Chariton Conglomerate by Hinds and Greene (1915)
and Gentile (196 5,
they lack the quartz granules that are
characteristic of the Chariton Congiomerare in Iowa, and, while
crinoid columnals are present, they are nor rounded. As all
exposures were difficult to locate, the latitude and longirude are
given for rhe benefit of other workers (see Table 2). The S & S
exposure is an active quarry, the Atlanta, Bauer, Belinda and
Unionville exposures are abandoned quarries, the Tipperary and
Udell exposures are on exposed hillsides, the Moravia exposure is
in a stream bank, and the Macon exposure is in a road cut. At the
Bauer and Belinda exposures, cross-bedded sandstone is interbe<lded with conglomerate and paleocurrent direcrions were
measured in the sandstone.
METHODS
Some crinoid rnlumnals could be extracted on site by hand or
with the aid of a rock hammer. Additional samples of

conglomerate were brought back w the laborarnry and soaked
for 10 minutes in 15 % acetic
after which partially exposed
columnais could be extracted by hand or with pliers or a metal
spatula. Fully embedded columnals could nor be extracted by this
process. It was determined that the mild acid treatment did nor
affect the roundness of the columnals. A total of 75 columnals
were extracted from four exposures in Iowa. It was not possible rn
extract columnals from t.i1e Moravia and Udell exposures,
although rounded columnals were present. The maximum
columnal diameter, D, and the diameter of the fiat circle at the
end of the columnal, d, were measured with an Olympus SZX12
microscope with Image-Pro Express 4.0 software (see Figs. 5a-b).
Columnal roundness was defined as

D-d
D

x 100.

Unabraded columnals were purchased for abrasion in rotary
tumblers. The commercial crinoid columna!s were filled with
secondary calcite and were dearly derived from an indurated
limestone. The crinoid columnals incon:iorate<l in the Chariton
Conglomerate must also have been filled with secondary calcite
and derived from indurated limestone as unaltered crinoid
biodasts (called steroems) could not have survived transportation
over long distances, especially in a medium that included quartz
granules (Sprinkle 1987). The rumbler barrels had a height of
6.7 cm and a circumference of 30 cm (inner dimensions) and
rotated at 50 rpm. A wide range of preliminary trials were carried
out with various proportions of water, columnals, limestone clasts
and quartz clasts. It was found that when co!umnals were
tumbled with water
they broke and became neither
rounded nor
When colmnnals were tumbled wirh water
and limestone dasts, they became polished, but not rounded,
\'\(!hen columna!s were tumbled wirh water and quartz clasts, they
were rounded, but nm polished. Both the rounding and polishing
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Fig. 4a.
Fig. 4b.
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Sandstone bed between conglomerate beds of the Chariton Conglomerate at S & S Quarry.
Close-up of the Chariton Conglomerate at S & S Quarry.

observed in the columnals in the field were achieved only when
crinoid columnals were tumbled with both limestone and quartz
clasts.
On the basis of the preliminary trials, we decided to fill the
barrels 90% by volume with water and 10% with a mixture
representative of the Chariton Conglomerate. The mixture was

determined to be 80% limestone dasts in the range 1-5 mm,
10% quartz clasts in the range 2-4 mm, and 10% unabraded
columnals (all percentages by volume). There were 11 treatments
with tumbling times of 12 hours, one day, two days, four days,
six days, seven days, eight days, 13 days, 14 days, 56 days, and 77
days. Each treatment involved two to four barrels and 18-59
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Fig. ~a.
•rn.u,e.u1vu of rounded crinoi<l colurnnal from BeHnda exposure showing nteas:u_tement of dian1eter, D, and dian1eter of flat
region at end of crinoid coh.Hnn?J, r-1 (nun_ scale- in tia.ct;:.1ir·o11rn::l).
Fig. 5b.
of rounded c:rinoid colun1nal frotn exposure at S .9K
. S quarry shov;.:ing n1easuren1cnt of diameter, 1)) and diameter of
flat regi(Jn at end of crinoid colun1nal d (rnm scale in
1

CHARITON CO'\iGLOMERi\TE

Table I.
Simplified stratigraphic column for the
Pennsylvanian System in Iowa, induding all
and
any other srratigraphic units mentioned in
text
(modified from Iowa Geological Survey (2008)).
-------~---·-----

'Vilaubansee Group
Shawnee
Group
Group
Kansas City Group
Bronson Group
Hertha Formation
Pleasanton Formation
Exline Limestone 1vfember
Marmaton Group
Altamont Formation
Worland Limesrone Member
Bandera Shale
Pawnee Formation
Coal City Lirnestone Member
Labette Formation
Mystic Coal Member

Cherokee Group
Floris Formation

columnals. After tumbling, the roundness of each co!umnai was
determined using the above formula. \Xle also measured the
roundness of 32 LJnabraded columnals.

RESULTS

minus one standard deviation).

Paleocurrent directions and coiunrnal roundness values were
similar among the exposures from which data were obtained. The
mean pa!eocurrem direction was 148" (S.D. =
at the Bauer
. and 206'' (S.D. =
ar the Belinda exposure (see
7a-b). The mean
direction for the two
exposures combined was nearly due south (mean = 178' , S.D.
(see
7c). The columnal roundness values
28% (S.D.
11%) at the Belinda exposurl:'. to 34%
20%) at the Bauer exposure (see
8a-d). There was no
systematic variation in columnal
in the downstream
direction. The mean roundness for all 75 columnals vvas 309-6
(S.D.
(see
Se). The distribution of columnal
roundness values was ske-,ved m the direction of smaller values
(see Fig. 8e).

Table 2.

Fig. 6.
\,Vedge of possible provenance of the Chariton
Conglomerate superimposed on map of crystalline bedrock in
Minnesota and Wisconsin (Hearn et aL 2003). The apex of the
wedge is located ar the average position of exposures of the
Chariton Conglomerate in southern Iowa. The radius of the wedge
is 700 km and the sides of the wedge have orientations 323' and
33·· (the reverse of the average paleocurrent direction plus or

The linear correlation between r.ime of tumbling and mean
columnal roundness was excellent (r 2 = 0.75) (see Fig. 9). There
was a significant
between the roundness of the unabraded
columnals (mean =
S.D. = 7
and the roundness
after tumbling for 12 hours (mean = 23.9%, S.D. =
ff
the unabraded
are excluded, the goodness-of-fit r 2
ro
0.81. The roundness values of the
experimentally abraded columnals were consistent with the
roundness values of the columnals collected in the field (within
one standard deviation of the mean for the field data) for
tumbling times in the range 0-33
travel
distance corresponding to one revolution of
tumbler ban-el
has been debated, \Vith estimates
from 0.6-1.0 rimes the

Location of exposures of the Chariton Conglomerate.

Exposure a

County (State)

Atlanta
Bauer
Belinda
Macon
ivforavia
S&S
Tipperary
Udell
Unionville

Macon (MO)
Marion (IA)
Lucas (lA)
Macon (MO)

Lucas (IA)
Appanoose (IA)
Putnam (MO)

Tier, Range
59N, 14W
21W
HN, 20W
57N, l3W
70N, 17W
75N, 20W
73N, 20W
69N, 17W
65 N, 18W

-----·---··-----

"Exposures named after closest

Latitude
39.8946

41.1938
41.1322
39.7523

Longitude ( W)
0

92.4303

93.2903
93.1438
92 3977

41.1019

92.7736
93.0993
93.1421

40.7860
40.3991

92 9024

40.8900
412709

except for S & S, which is the name of the active quarry.
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b
Paleocurrent Directions at Bellnda Exposure (N • 8)

Paleocurrent Directions It Bauer Exposure (N • 8)

mean= 148° (S.D. = 22°)

mean

=206° (S.D. =13°)

i

270

-~
~

90

I

4

180

180

c
Paleocurrent Directions at Combined Exposures (N • 16)

mean

270

Fig. 7a.
Fig. 7b.
Fig. 7c.

= 178° (S.D. =35°)

90

Paleocurrent directions at Bauer exposure. Rose diagram indicates mean with 95% confidence interval.
Paleocurrent directions at Belinda exposure. Rose diagram indicates mean with 95% confidence interval.
Combined paleocurrent directions for both exposures. Rose diagram indicates mean with 95% confidence interval.

circumference (Wentworth 1919, Adams 1978, Matthews 1983,
McKnight 1989, Lewin and Brewer 2002). Based on the upper
estimate, the experimental roundness values were consistent with
the field roundness values for travel distances in the range 0700 km.

DISCUSSION
Hansen (1978) made 343 measurements of paleocurrent
directions in sandstones of the Cherokee Group (see Table 1) in

Marion County (southern Iowa) and found an average paleocurrent direction of 167°. This is consistent with the average
direction of 178° (S.D. = 35°) found in this study, which
indicates transport from the north throughout Middle Pennsylvanian time. The wedge-shaped region shown in Figure 6
indicates the possible provenance of the Chariton Conglomerate.
The apex of the wedge is located at the average position of
exposures of the Chariton Conglomerate in southern Iowa. The
radius of the wedge is 700 km and the sides of the wedge have
orientations 323 ° and 33 ° (the reverse of the average paleocurrent
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a
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Fig.
Fig.

Sa.
Sb.
Be.

8d.
Se.

Frequency distribution of crinoid columnal roundness at the Bauer exposure.
Frequency distribution of crinoid columnal roundness at the Belinda exposure.
Frequency distribution of crinoid columnal roundness at the S & S exposure.
Frequency distribution of crinoid columnal roundness at the Tipperary exposure.
Combined frequency distribution of crinoid columnal roundness at all exposures.

direction plus or minus one standard deviation). It is clear that
the wedge includes many sources of quartz clasts in Minnesota
and Wisconsin. Therefore, the most likely origin for the Chariton
Conglomerate is a hydraulic event that collected quartz clasrs in
Minnesota or Wisconsin, continued to collect limestone clasts

and fossils in Minnesota, Wisconsin or Iowa, and deposited chose
materials in southern Iowa. The upper value of 700 km may be
an overestimate as crinoid columnals may have experienced some
rounding during a previous episode of fluvial transportation
before they were incorporated into an induraced limestone,
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To date no systematic survey or analysis of quartz limestone
conglomerates has been carried our. Tindle (1978) showed an
excellent photomicrograph of the Antrim Conglomerate in
Northern Ireland, which includes rounded basalt fragments,
angular quartz fragments and deformed crinoid columnals in a
calcareous cement. Other examples of quartz limestone conglomerates are the Quiwi Formation in Tibet (Atchison and Davis
2001) and an unnamed unit in Kansas and Oklahoma (Yang
2007). We hope that comparison of field and laboratory
measurements of crinoid columnal roundness may open a window
of insight into these fascinating rock units.
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Crinoid columnal roundness as a function of maximum
distance traveled for laboratory abrasion of crinoid columnals.
Error bars indicate one standard deviation above and below mean.
Middle dashed line indicates mean crinoid columnal roundness for
field data (see Fig. Se). Upper and lower dashed and dotted lines
indicate one standard deviation above and below mean, respectively, for field data.
weathered from the limestone, and re-incorporated into the
Chariton Conglomerate. On the other hand, we are not aware of
significantly rounded crinoid columnals anywhere in Iowa,
Minnesota or Wisconsin besides the Chariton Conglomerate.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The main findings of this study can be summarized as follows:
1)

The quartz granules found in the Chariton Conglomerate
were derived from crystalline bedrock m Minnesota or
Wisconsin.

2)

The rounded crinoid columnals found m the Chariton
Conglomerate could have been transported as far as 700 km
prior to deposition.
The following questions remain:

1)

2)

What is the correct stratigraphic posmon of the Chariton
Conglomerate? In particular, does the Chariton Conglomerate belong to the Marmaton Group or the Bronson Group?
Do the exposures in Missouri, which do not include quartz
granules but do include unabraded crinoid columnals,
belong to the Chariton Conglomerate?

The above questions could be addressed by detrital zircon
geochronology, which would help to determine the provenances
of the various exposures of the Chariton Conglomerate as well as
other elastic rocks of the Marmaton and Bronson Groups.
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